Next-level School Communication

How Let’s Talk! helps you create a customer experience culture
PICTURE THIS Last year, Lucy, a third grade student, changed schools due to district rezoning. Over the past several
weeks, her parents have heard rumors from other parents and community members that the district is looking to rezone

TOM

again—and that Lucy could be switching schools yet another time. They are upset at the news, and even more upset that the
district hasn’t raised the matter with families that might be impacted. Tom, Lucy’s dad, decides to reach out to the district.

SUBMIT
A DIALOGUE
I have a concern about
rezoning...

Tom goes to the district
website to look for someone
to reach out to about his
concerns. He immediately sees
the Let’s Talk! pop-out tab.

Tom is reassured by Brenda’s
complete and timely response.

RECEIVE A
RESPONSE
Tom uses Let’s Talk! to
contact the facilities
department about his
rezoning concerns.

Tom shares feedback on the
interaction, which provides
the district with a customer
experience score.

PROVIDE
FEEDBACK

DRIVE CHANGE

We are not rezoning
at this time...

TEMPLATES

BRENDA
DIALOGUE
IS SENT
TO THE
FACILITIES
DEPARTMENT

A SPECIAL
ALERT IS
TRIGGERED

SEND RESPONSE
AND TAG DIALOGUE
Brenda, the district’s director
of communications, lets Tom
know the district is not rezoning.
She then tags the dialogue as
“rezoning” to help understand
the scope of the rumor.

TRIAGE TO DELIVER
A TIMELY, ACCURATE
RESPONSE
The facilities
department
receives the
dialogue and
can now work
within and
across teams
to collaborate
on a thoughtful,
timely response.

A larger team of
district leaders
is automatically
alerted when
Tom’s dialogue
is received since
the district
has “concern”
on their list of
keywords.

Various team members,
including district leaders,
use internal comments to
collaborate on a response.

Brenda and other
district leaders use the
Let’s Talk! dashboard
to quickly view key
metrics and trends
and drill down on
key points. From the
community voice word
cloud, Brenda quickly
sees rezoning and
boundary modification
are hot topics in the
community—and that
various departments
have received dialogues
on the topic.

Ahead of her next big
meeting, Brenda uses the
rezoning tag to download
presentation-ready reports
on the rezoning rumor.

Ready to empower your district leaders with a solution that really drives change?

With an uptick in rezoning
dialogues, Brenda and her team
create templated messages
to provide quick, consistent
messaging about rezoning.

UNDERSTAND
TRENDS

CAMPAIGN MANAGER
Brenda and her team use the
Let’s Talk! Campaign Manager to
send a message to the community
dispelling the rumors and inviting
them to share additional questions
or concerns via Let’s Talk!.

REZONING

NEW INTEREST AREA
Seeing how a rumor can quickly
escalate into a full-blown
communications crisis, Brenda
and her team add a Rumors
interest area, giving community
members a clear place to get
clarification and eliminating the
spread of misinformation.

DOWNLOAD
PRESENTATIONREADY REPORTS
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BEHIND THE SCENES OF LET’S TALK!

BEHIND THE SCENES OF LET’S TALK!

OPEN LET’S TALK!
POP-OUT TAB

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
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